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About This Game

The High clear VR is Realistic graphic base Badminton VR Game.

From Simple mini games and lively fights, you can easily enjoy a fun and enjoyable game without badminton knowing it.

Enjoy playing badminton at home through Motion Control.

match Mode

Enjoy realistic badminton matches using four distinctive characters. You can do a lot of different shots based on a great physical
engine. Also, the excellent AI and animations makes it more realistic. Win a game and enjoy the competition with users around

the world.

funny Mode

You can enjoy 4 fun mini games. Try competing with users around the world. Easy and fun games will be Killing your time.

Smash down the drums
Get the score by drop the drums. If you drop the all drums, you get the bonus time. At the end of the time, the games
over.
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Fishing badminton
Hit the fish and get the score and bonus time. Over time, fishs fade away. At the end of the time, the games over.

Extermination insect
Extermination the fly and bee, get the score and bonus time. If you catch the burtter butterfly, you lose score and time.
At the end of the time, the games over.

Football
Avoid the wall and get score. If you don't get score, you lose 1 chance. If you lose 5 chance, the game is over.

features

 Support HTC Vive

 Badminton skill improvement and rank competition with mini game

 Competition with users of various skills with badminton Match

 Practical shuttlecock moves through swing motion and force(Hair Pin, Smashing.. ETC)

 Build a real badminton match feeling ingame

 Various Modes: Match, Funny
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Title: High clear VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports
Developer:
FiveStarGames
Publisher:
FiveStarGames
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive

English
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high clear vr oculus. high clear vr

With beautiful Switzerland landscape and nice flight models this flight simulator looks good if you haven't flown it yet. But first
thing you will notice is that nothing really works. Try switching something via your cockpit buttons and you hit a wall because
there is no functionality on the buttons.

Being only limited to Switzerland is also a very big downside. The world also seems unreal with only sun shining all the time and
bright colours. Because the sim is so limited it cannot really compete with X-Plane and FSX. It is only good for soaring. Unless
the developers expand the world and give more indepth features for it i dont recommend getting this. You can get quality
addons for fsx with the price of this game that give as high level of detail to Switzerland as is presented here and you can use it
with much indepth simulator FSX.. This game is more like a student project and - i can bet on that - made by inexperienced
programmer. Ok, everyone has to get experience, make a few projects to start making some decent video games production
work later, but still... i don't think it should be a "steam store" to start with your early productions.. If you are really into puzzles
and you need to solve every single one then this game is for you.
But..
You will probably blast through these levels (2-4 h my estimate), at a cost of \u20ac6.59, which is too expensive. At the moment
there are about 25 community puzzles available to be fair.

The music quickly gets annoying.

There is no story at all, why are you in the lab solving puzzles, or who is your character.
Animations and art-style feel very sterile. ( I get it, it's a LAB, but does it have to look lifeless?)

You command some little Heisenberg\/ Walter White and try to evade the  Monks and Murder Faces\t(rly?).
Humor might be found in the poor animation quality, when Heisenberg is touched by an enemy he falls over like a plank.

Always play in top down view, because you might overlook a button behind a wall.
This would work better without the moveable 3D camera perspective, meaning purely 2D,
But you can play it in VR? What for??? All the physics is in 2 dimensions without any diagonal movement on a rather small
grid...

A 3D puzzle game utilizing VR could be interesting even if there were only 5 levels and a game focusing on 2D puzzles could be
longer with more\/better animations.
It looks more like some unfinished student project or tech demo.

I don't know why this exists. This will be my first returned game on Steam.. Thy Sword is a nostalgic nod toward classic arcade
gaming. The retro vibes are all there, and the CRT emulation is a particularly wonderful touch. Random level generation helps
to mitigate the stagnant designs of old, and the ability to block, shoot arrows, and use abilities shakes up the combat nicely.

It's just a really fun little game, perfect for the aging nostalgics of a bygone time.

. BORING!!! I HATE HOW THE CAMERA IS SO \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ALL OVER THE PLACE AND WHEN
YOU SHOOT, THE SCREEN BLURS SO YOU CAN'T EVEN SEE THE ACTION. DON'T BUY. Good visual novel with
interesting characters, funny and awesome moments. It also has 9 different endings.

7/10
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This is the first time I write a short review for a game here on Steam.

Chronology is such a charming and high quality game. The workmanship of the developers is amazing. The graphics are top
notch. If you look further, you will discover a story, smooth gameplay and a beautiful level design. The narrative in this game is
the icing on the cake. This indie game shows why steam greenlight has potential, even with it's flaws.

. Even if this game would be patched to be more difficult still feels worse than a mobile game with linear, boring and uninspired
level design. The only couple of good features about it are the special theme and the ability to play couch coop, but there is no
reason why to play this in first place. The negative comments here are not deceptive. Don't bother 2\/10. \u2764 Audience
\u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
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\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Mystery of Neuschwanstein is a classic Hidden Object Scenes game, with casual puzzles and mini-games.
The plot isn't very exciting, nor sophisticated, as most games of the genre. At least it's not full of monsters, beasts or other
unrealistic creatures and fantastic events. And it refers to real historical figures (mainly Ludwig II of Bavaria who
commissioned the construction of the splendid Neuschwanstein castle) and some true facts about them, which is a good
informative and educational attempt.
Even though most unlikely, the events of the story remain credible. The storyline and the characters are pleasant enough to
peacefully travel from mini-games to HOS and kill several hours of time till the end of the game.
Some HOS may require you to use some of your inventory items, which adds something to a classic HOS.
Achievements unlock easily and can be obtained with a unique playthrough.
The voice acting (English version) is fine by me. All the documents you're supposed to read can be listened to by clicking on
them, which is nice if you're playing after a hard day's work or if you're lazy when it comes to reading.
I regretted the lack of music. Well, there was some but it was either very slow, somewhat sad and almost unnoticeable or either
too loud (action cutscenes).
You can skip all cutscenes and dialogues. Important facts are still available in your phone and no achievement depends on
watching them.
I wouldn't recommend it at full price because as most games of the genre it has a low replayability value and this one is quite
short to finish (don't take my shown hours of playing time into consideration : I've let the game running on the start menu for
hours while i was at something else and it took me 3 playthrough to write some guides since I had forgotten to take screenshots
etc..).

On sale it's a good acquisition.. Very Simple Game. Recommended if you are into the hack n slash genre. Has alot of potential.
Love the artstyle. good game you can play in short burst. good sense of humor. challenging and fun.. its all good. i love this
game but its kinda annoying that its stuck at the loading screen

if anyone knows how to fix this please tell me in comments. This visual novel in my opinion was absolutely splendid. I say down
expecting to play a bit and try it out and next thing I knew it was over two hours later and I'd finished my first route and was
immensely pleased with the overall experience. The writing was excellent, the characters consistently interesting and likeable
and the ending I got was managed to both be surprising and satisfying. Best of all the overall route managed to develop the
relationship with my targeted love interest without ever feely rushed or forced as many games like this often do.

The only issues I had was certain side characters such as maids being relegated to grey silloutetes rather than at least a generic
image and a handful of typos/text errors. Nothing that was a big enough deal to mar the overall experience.

10/10 I would happily recommend this to anyone who enjoys visual novels.. funny puzzle game where you gather amber and
crystals, playing with ancient cavemen, avoiding obstacles and enemies,
breaking rocks, or avoiding them so that a rock do not fall on you - i really enjoyed playing it
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